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DETAILED COMPOSITION OF THE SUBTLE BODIES

External chakras

The external chakras

13th chakra

12th chakra

+ 400 m.

Amongst the major chakras, there are 9
external chakras which are situated
above the head and below the physical
body. All are found in the astral plane,
except the 8th (in the etheric plane) and
the 13th (in the buddhic plane).

+ 175 m.

This explains why certain people, who
only sense the etheric world think that
they have merely 8 chakras.
11th chakra

+ 40 m.

10th chakra

+ 7 m.

9th chakra

+ 1.5 m.

8th chakra

+ 0.4 m.

1st underground chakra

- 0.8 m.

2nd underground chakra

- 2.5 m.

3rd underground chakra

-12.5 m.

The six above our head are named the
8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, and the 13th
chakras and the three below the ground
are the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd underground
chakras.
These chakras progressively become
acive as a result of our spiritual evoluion. Their principal funcion is to establish a deeper connecion with the
universe.
Besides the fact we can acivate them to
establish a Merkaba at diﬀerent levels,
each of them can be acivated for a very
speciﬁc funcion.
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The 13th chakra (400 m above the head) enables

The 8e chakra (50 cm above the head) helps dis-

you to connect to Alcyone, the Pleiades' central
sun as well as the central sun of the earth. It is
situated in the buddhic plane and aligns us to our
divine self together with black holes. It allows
astral and space-ime travel. It facilitates the
connecion with galacic beings that exist beyond
the 24th dimension. It is the principal source of
galacic energy in our body. It allows us to understand our stellar origins and connects us to the
Pleiadians. It can be acivated in groups and
assists the entrance of galacic energy into our
solar system.

connect the mind to atain a higher level of
consciousness. It can be acivated for meditaion,
to connect to empiness and to resynchronize (or
to be in resonance) with the original matrix.

Knowing their posiion enables us to
visualise them during their acivaion
and someimes to purify them
if necessary.
Given here are their average posiions
as they vary slightly from individual
to individual.

The 12th chakra (175 m above the head) aligns
us to our Sun and spiritual beings up to the 24th
dimension. It increases our creaive power : thus
becoming creators of our own reality.

Initialisation
of the superior chakras

The 11th chakra (40 m above the head) is aligned
to the earth (Gaia) and to water. It enables us to
take acion and heal on a planetary level. It aligns
us with beings up to the 19th dimension. It can be
put into alternaive mode, that is switched oﬀ, if
there is danger surrounding us. In this case, deacivate it as this chakra can become polluted.

The superior chakras are not all 'iniialised'. By
tesing above your head you can determine
which ones are sill inacive. It is much easier to
test with another person. The majority of people
already have the 8th and 9th iniialised.

The 10th chakra (7 m above the head) aligns us
to living beings (humans, animals, plant-based
life, minerals) and spiritual presences up to the
13th dimension. We can acivate it for healing
with the hands, as its frequency has healing
power and it can also be used for self-healing.

For example, if you don't sense something at the
place of the 10th chakra, it means that this chakra
has not be iniialised. The procedure is as follows.

The 9th chakra (1.5 m above the head) creates

Procedure

cosmo-telluric energy breathing and boosts the
circulation of internal energies. It purifies the
channels and meridians. It aligns us to the
human race and enables us to act on the collective consciousness. It can be used in a group, to
act with an even greater power.

Up unil the 12th chakra, invite the archangel Azrael
to intervene. Azrael will iniialise the chakras one
by one. It is necessary to leave a few days between each iniialisaion. Ask your guardian angel
who will know best how to advise you.
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